### Supported Receiver Models:

**Analog and Digital Single-Channel Output**
- **DSR4410** with Firmware Version 1AE
- **DSR4402X** with Firmware Version 15A
- **DSR4550**

**Digital Multi-Program Output**
- **DSR4410MD** with Firmware Version 1B2

**High Definition**
- **DSR6050** with Firmware Version 1C4

**DSR4410**, **4402X**, and **4550** have **Single** program output.
**DSR4410MD** has **Multiple** program output.

Motorola **DSR4410** & **DSR4402X** IRDs provide both Analog and Digital (ASI) output of a single Standard Definition channel.

**DSR4410MD** has only Digital output. (ASI & GigaE)

MPEG-4 HD to MPEG-2 HD transcoding

### Downlink Information

**Satellite:**
**Galaxy 14** (125 Degrees West Longitude)

**Polarity:**
**Vertical**

**Transponder:**
**C-Band Transponder 12**

“Custom”/“LFreq” L-Band Tuning Frequency
**1210**

**Modulation Mode:**
**DCII Manual**

**Symbol Rate:**
**29.27 Msps**

**FEC:**
**¾ Combined**

**VCT ID**
**986**

---

**C-SPAN**
Channel 101 Standard Definition
Channel 201 High Definition

**C-SPAN2**
Channel 102 Standard Definition
Channel 202 High Definition

**C-SPAN3**
Channel 103 Standard Definition
Channel 203 High Definition